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MIGRANT ARCHIVE
JMU ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN: SPRING 2017 BYRONAÉ LEWIS
Migrant Archive is the cultural exploration of what design 
can be when it intertwines with the depth of ethnographic 
narratives . No longer allowing stationary boundaries to 
define where a cuture begins and ends; the space migrates 
thorugh the neighborhood divisions within a city to capture 
and drop-off memory relics in order to tell the history of 
each region.













PRE-THESIS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
MIGRANT ARCHIVE: BOYLE HEIGHTS RESEARCH ANALYSIS
MATERIAL STUDY: RESIN
DESIGN PROCESS MODEL STUDIES





Migrant Archive challenges the concept of 
architecture being stationary; providing transportable 
spaces as an alternative form of architecture. With 
mobility, the concept of permanent communities 
defined by a  physical border are redefined. 
The project research takes site within the distinct 
neighborhoods of Los Angeles to establish a portable 
museum that celebrates the diverse ethnic 
populations that make up its history. The purpose of 
each space is to distinguish unique features within the 
chosen neighborhood to produce a by-product from 
the community’s history. 
For the site research, I chose to narrow my focus to the 
neighborhoods distinguished by the Local Initiatives 
Support Corporation in Los Angeles. The organization 
targets to revitalize Boyle Heights, Crenshaw Corrider, 
Little Tokyo, and Vernon Central; four distinct 
neighborhoods that consist of minority groups as their 
primary residents. The non-profit organization’s goal is 
to find soluions that can rehabilitate the communities 
and enrich the 
culture.
Pre-Thesis Research and Development01

Little Tokyo
The neighborhood has 
historically been a home to 
predominately member of the 
Asican descent, specifically 
Japanese individuals that 
migrated to Los Angeles. T
emporarily after Peal Harbor, 
the Japanese were sent to 
internment camps and the 
neighborhood became 
empty. As a result, there was a 
temporary fill of African 
Americans that migrated form 
toher regions, renaming the 
area Bronxeville for a limited 
time . 
Through site analysis, the first 
drawing is to 
represent the migration 
pattern of constant movement 
that Little Tokyo has witessed 
over the years.
Vernon Central
The neighborhood is a 
central terminal filled with a 
variety of ethnicities. It serves 
as a connector between 
divided neighborhoods and 
a place to congregate. It is a 
central market hub and 
represents a crossroad area 
that everyone migrates 
through when going to 
another place. 
The goal of the drawing was 
to represent how it is a  mi-
grant connection for all sur-
rouding neighborhoods
Crenshaw Corrider
This neighborhood has 
remained a primary home to 
African Americans within the 
community. With minimum 
migration from black resi-
dents, the zone is conflicted 
with outsiders (predominately 
white corporations) working 
to “revitalize” the community 
through gentrification of white 
businesses.
For this drawing I wanted to 
represent the systematic place-
ment within the neighborhood 
of migration remaining static 
within the neighborhood, with 
a few exceptions of outsiders 
entering through the middle.
Boyle Heights
Currently, a predominately 
Hispanic neighborhood. It 
has witnessed mutliple mi-
gration changes. It began 
as an area for Hispanics, 
Russians, Japanese, and 
the Jewish communities to 
live together. Social issues 
and legislation changes 
through institutional racism 
have shaped ethnic chang-
es over time.
For the drawing, I wanted 
to show the evolution of 
change, while contaning 
the original block pattern 
(hispanics) as remaining the 
same.
Site Map Drodel
 Used moments from each Migration Analysis drawing to create four distinct zones on the drodel and represent movement.
Site Map Table Pre-Development Elevation, Axon, and Section
Site Map Table 
Site Map Table 
Zone Exploration Hubs
Boyle Heights is a central community within Los 
Angeles. Its demographic  continues to shift, 
reshaping the culture within. Through historical, 
social, and economic changes, the neighbor-
hood has transformed from a prosperous di-
verse region to a predominately lower-income 
and hispanic. Currently, Boyle Heights is fac-
ing issues with gentrification as the city works 
to revitalize Los Angeles’s central communties. 
Through design, the Archive Hub for Boyle 
Heights aspires to celebrate the multiple de-
cades of history through the design of the build-
ing. Through the built infrastructure, the Hub will 
celebrate the past and create a present space 
for community members to share their history 
with outsiders. The Hub will be source for eth-
nographical narratives and architecture to work 
together in order to dissolve the social barriers 
dividing the community. 
The research highlights the mental changes of 
each decade to focus on different culture iden-
tity markers; including locations and personal 
values. The goal is to highlight the overarching 
terms through the narratives.
Migrant Archive:Boyle Heights Research Analysis02 
Site Map Table  

Program Analysis
The goal is the create a space that includes vending, outreach platforms, 
historical components in order to spark conversation  about the com-
munity and create a space that reflects the vibrance of the community.
I chose to use my thesis to increase 
my building skills and incorporate a 
mateerial that I have never worked 
with. I chose to use resin because 
it is a casting materials that light 
can reflect through. My goal was to 
learn how many ways I can manipu-






Resin Pour Connection Study
Resin Pour as a building Material Study
Resin Pour Turning Block Study
Resin Pour Color Study
Resin Table
The purpose was to examine how the Resin block would look at atcual size. At 
5’x15”  the block contains acrylic color and seasonings that would be found 
as common household items for the hispanic descents in Boyle Heights. 
This panel would rest primarily in the vending section near the food market.

Worked to bring in components of each program 
for the site while developing complex spaces to 
navigate through. The goal was to bring at least 
three materials to each foundation before ap-
plying any resin to the materials.






History  Program Model
History Program Model
The purpose of the collaboration was to devel-
op a full material study. The original intention 
was to devleop a final model with all of the 
components. With a change of scale, the model 
became an agent for a material study to under-
stand how the compoents could work together 
conhesively. Based on a current evaluation, this 
would be the last process step for the goal a 
future deisng model that truely capture all of the 
design compoents previously studied. 




Material Model Resin Decade Wall Focus Material Model History Capsules
The site study was developed to showcase the 
social atmosphere and movement within Boyle 
Heights. A video of Boyle Heights history and 
residents was projected upon the middle pan-
el during the presentation.The building model 
sat on the tracks to showcase the range in areas 
that it will pass. As the hub travels through the 
urban lanscape to residential areas, it passes the 
mutliple historical sites of Boyle Heights. The 
goal was to establishe a space that captures the 
atmosphere of a traveling “international festi-
val” derived specifically from the history of the 
region.
               Site Portability Model06
Full Portability Site Model
Portability Site Model
Site Capsules are the personal manipulation 
that the sommunties can bring to the migrant 
hub. Hisotric sites within the community will be 
known as collectors that hold relics to repre-
sent the history of the space. As people pass 
through, they are encouraged todismantle part 
of the collector to keep for themself or put into 
a resin capsule wiht one’s own personal stories 
and attach it to the migrant hub. Therefore, after 
time, the migrant space will be covered with the 
translucent capsules that will tell the stories of 
the residents.
                            Site Capsules06
Site Map Brooklyn Avenue Capsules
Capsule Model: 
redline is the track for the migrant archive
Hollenback Skatepark and Mariachi
Plaza Capsules
The ultimate goal of Migrant Archive is to de-
velop multiple hubs for each neighborhood 
within Los Angeles to represent the neighbor-
hoods through their own lense, rather than by 
outsiders. The hubs will migrate to their neigh-
borhoods during the day as social arenas and 
then they will retract to a central station during 
night as a conglomerate of social hubs to create 
the ultimate cultural museum for the Los Ange-
les city. 
During the research process, I chose to use the 
constraint of only including information from 
ethnographric narritives. It controlled what form 
of research established the design concepts. 
The long-term goal would be to use the same 
process for each site to create completely dif-
ferent hubs per location, based on different his-
torical narratives for each site. From a designer 
standpoint, it is learning to completely trust a 
single design process to create different out-
comes. 
                      Thesis Projection07
Los Angeles Migrant Archive Station Projection    

